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Build with us a small department or the entire store.

UNISTORE is the needed, up to date, alternative.



World Wide Web,
sales erosion

Specialization

Services

“Zero” or
minimum stock

Marginality (Sales)

e-catalogue and
Dropshipping

B2B website
and 24h logistics

Seller-friendly pricing

Shop
Life365

Solutions

Why Unistore?



Inkloud Lumix Space Smart Home

Information
Technology &
Networking

Security

Design,
consulting and
lighting retail. 

Smartphones,
printer cartridges

and toner.

Your Smart
Home

Networking,
storage and 
peripherals.

IP cameras,
NVRs and

analog kits.



Unistore buying process

The client goes to the store 1 The client buys goods at the store2

Life365.eu

The store orders from the B2B 
portal: www.life365.eu

3 In 24 hours, goods are delivered
where the client wants

4

Frequent and small orders, you can count on our stock!



Inkloud is based on simple guidelines:

- Five activities in the same store

- entrepreneurial freedom for the store manager “ZERO ROYALTY”

- commercial and technical repair training courses

- Specialized machinery for the smartphone and tablet repair activity

- catchment area exclusivity

The project

.

Smartphone and 
Tablet repair

Used smartphone
evaluation

Cartridges
and Toner

Used smartphone 
retail

Smartphone
accessories



4 Meters

6 Meters + smartphone display

6 Meters + display bench

A display designed to show information about the store 

services and focus the attention of the clients on the 

products displayed.

          

Of products
per linear meter

1.000,00 €* 1.000,00 €* 

Strenghts:
Services + Products

*Excluding training cuorses prices, machinery and lab tools.



A technical lighting display, 

a Shop in Shop formula for lighting and electric stores.

Lumix Space o�ers a wide range of lighting products, capable 

of fulfilling all kinds of demands for commercial, industrial 

and road projects.

The project

.

Free lighting design for 
high-profile estimates

WWW

1 on
60.000

inhabitants

Design Web Prices Protection No stock Exclusive Stores
Online prices monitoring Real time availability, 24hs 

delivery
I LUMIX space stores are 
limited and exclusive



Electrified and working product equipped display, 

with the highest selling selection of our range.

A project born from the collaboration of LIFE365 

S.p.A. and NVC International.

4 Meters 6 Meters

Of products
per linear meter

500,00 € 500,00 € 



Homcloud transforms your traditional house in a Smart Home, 

and let’s you manage all your devices with your smartphone 

everywhere you are.

Set schedules and timers, create automations and scenarios 

and control all your devices vocally with a single App. 

The brand



The linear display consists in an interactive side, where 

the client can try and see the products first hand and a 

descriptive side where product characteristics are 

highlighted and explained.

The display also presents a niche for vocal assistants or 

tablets.

1 Meters 2 Meters

 700,00 € 
Of products

per linear meter

700,00 € 



Tenda is a world leader for home and small businesses 

networking solutions.

The brand o�ers xDSL modems, 4G wireless routers, WiFi and 

MESH complete solutions, CPE for point-to-point connection 

even for distances up to 30KM e PoE supporting switches.

IP-Com o�ers high-profile networking solutions both for 

hardline and wirelss in professional environments like 

wharehouses or multi-user scenarios like Hotels or Schools.

The brands



The linear display presents the main solutions and 

scenarios the two brands cover.

It features some of the most fitting devices in every 

possible environment with the possibility to see  the 

quality and design of the highest selling products 

first-hand.

*minimum annual revenue  € 6.000,00 (see the contract clauses)

1 Meter* 2 Meters* 

 700,00 € 
Of products

per linear meter

700,00 € 



Uniarch is an Uniview brand, made for professionals looking for 

quality at the right price.

Uniview is a world leader for IP security and the first company 

to obtain GDPR certification in Europe.

The brand strengh is innovative software solution research and 

development, with the best on market App and cloud service, 

up to date, user friendly and intuitive.

Il brand

Download now
the Ezlive App



The linear display is interactive, featuring a 

camera connected screen, and the cameras 

themselves, mounted in di�erent niches.

Live vision and demo videos can be alternated 

on the monitor to better decribe the di�erent 

solutions.

Panel upgrade is simple, cameras are mpunted 

on universal bases, making the replacement of 

older models easy and quick. 

1 Meter 2 Meters

3 Meters

 700,00 € 
Of products

per linear meter

700,00 € 



Devia: Merging the best qualities of eastern and western 

cultures , Devia o�ers an high quality range of products for 

smartphones.

Propart: High quality and vast range of compatible toners and 

cartridges for all the greatest brands of the market.

FSL: A high-selling selection of lighting products: bulbs, 

downlights, ceiling lights, etc...

The brand



A linear display complete with hooks, capable 

of displaying teh full high selling range of 

picking products.

Al Metro

1.000,00 € 
Of products

per linear meter

1.000,00 € 



Headquarters

Operating Partners

Partners

Franchising/corner projects:

Partners:

Toner and
cartridges

Video and 
Security

Information technology
and Networking

Lighting



E-Commerce
Buy with just a few clicks, in an easy and safe
environment, thanks to a simple and intuitive
web portal.

B2B
Customized price lists for distributors and
sellers.

Life365 Plug-in
Automatic inventory synchronization of
products, prices and descriptions between
our platform and the one of the customer.

Drop Shipping
Sale to third parties with anonymous
shipment and no reference to Life365

Negozi in Franchising
Life365 answers new market needs with its
innovative franchise project.    

Product quality and availability is stable over
time.

Competitive prices , aimed to create a stable
market. Great marginality for our customers.

Wide product range complete with spare parts
and accessories.

On-line orders with real-time availability and
24h delivery in all of Italy.

Specialized support and automated system
for returns under warranty.

Strenghts:Services:



Life365 Italy s.p.a.

Registered office: Viale Roma 49/A - 47122 Forlì
Headquarters: Via Fleming 22 - 47122 Forlì

P.I. e C.F. : IT03972080406

Tel: 0543795988
E-mail: info@life365.eu

 ...the bridge between manufacturers and distributors...


